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C++ AMP Restrictions - Selected Highlights

- No `volatile` members or variables
- No support for `char` type
- No pointers to pointers
- No virtual base class or member functions
- No function pointers
- No exceptions
- No recursion
- No `goto` statements
```cpp
void vec_add(int n, int *pA, int *pB, int *pC)
{
    array_view<int> a(n, pA);
    array_view<const int> b(n, pB), c(n, pC);
    parallel_for_each(a.extent,
                     [&](index<1> i) restrict(amp)
                     {
                         a[i] = b[i] + c[i];
                     });
}
```

- Second argument to `parallel_for_each` is a C++ lambda
  - May be any suitable function object i.e. One with operator:
    - `template <int N> operator()(index<N>)`
  - The operator[] of `array_view` is overloaded
    - For: `template <int N> index<N>`
C++11 Highlights

- Lambda expressions
- auto-typed variables
- Declared type of an expression (`decltype`)
- Static assertions (`static_assert`)
- Variadic templates
- Alias templates
- Generalized constant expressions (`constexpr`)
auto Identity = [](auto a) {
  return a;
};

for_each(begin(v), end(v), [](auto &x) {
  cout << x;
});

- Generic (polymorphic) lambda expressions
  - Support for auto as a type name in a lambda
auto sum(int i) {
    if (i == 0)
        return i;
    else
        return i + sum(i - 1);
}

- Return type deduction for normal functions
  - Non-lambdas can now use auto and a trailing return type
  - Restriction on a single return statement relaxed for both
OpenMP 4.0

- Cross-platform standard for shared memory parallelism
- Traditionally popular in High Performance Computing (HPC)
- A single-source approach for C, C++ and Fortran
- Makes essential use of compiler pragmas
- Supported by most modern compilers
  - OpenMP in Clang development presented April in Paris
  - Intel OpenMP runtime now BSD licensed: openmprtl.org
- Release Candidate 2 now available for public comments
- Summer release target for OpenMP 4.0
- Significant new features include:
  - Improved SIMD support
  - User defined reductions
  - Support for accelerators
void vec_add(int n, float *pA, float const *pB, float const *pC)
{
    #pragma omp target map(from:pB[0:n],pC[0:n]) \  
        map(to:pA[0:n])
    {
        #pragma omp teams
        #pragma omp distribute
        #pragma omp parallel for
            for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i)
                pA[i] = pB[i] + pC[i];
    }
}
OpenCL (Open Computing Language)

- Royalty-free, cross-platform standard governed by Khronos
- Portable parallel programming of heterogeneous systems
- Memory and execution model similar to CUDA
- OpenCL C kernel language based on ISO C99 standard
  - Source distributed with each application
  - Kernel language files compiled at runtime

```c
kernel void vec_add(globa l float *a,
                    globa l const float *b,
                    globa l const float *c) {
  int id = get_global_id(0);
  a[id] = b[id] + c[id];
}
```
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- One of many new low-level virtual heterogeneous ISAs
  - Proprietary: NVPTX and AMDIL
  - Cross-platform: HSAIL
    - HSA Programmer’s Reference Manual 0.95 now available
  - A new language war!
```c
#define spirkrnl void @vec_add(
  float addrspace(1)* nocapture %a,
  float addrspace(1)* nocapture %b,
  float addrspace(1)* nocapture %c) nounwind
{
  %1 = call i32 @get_global_id(i32 0)

  %2 = getelementptr float addrspace(1)* %a, i32 %1
  %3 = getelementptr float addrspace(1)* %b, i32 %1
  %4 = getelementptr float addrspace(1)* %c, i32 %1

  %5 = load float addrspace(1)* %3, align 4
  %6 = load float addrspace(1)* %4, align 4
  %7 = fadd float %5, %6

  store float %7, float addrspace(1)* %2, align 4
  ret void
}
```
Vector Addition using OpenCL SPIR - Header (2 of 3)

```
target triple = "spir"
declare i32 @get_global_id(i32)

define spirknl void @vec_add(  
  float addrspace(1)* nocapture %a,  
  float addrspace(1)* nocapture %b,  
  float addrspace(1)* nocapture %c) nounwind  
{
  %1 = call i32 @get_global_id(i32 0)
  %2 = getelementptr float addrspace(1)* %a, i32 %1
  %3 = getelementptr float addrspace(1)* %b, i32 %1
  %4 = getelementptr float addrspace(1)* %c, i32 %1
  %5 = load float addrspace(1)* %3, align 4
  %6 = load float addrspace(1)* %4, align 4
  %7 = fadd float %5, %6
  store float %7, float addrspace(1)* %2, align 4
ret void
}
```
Vector Addition using OpenCL SPIR - Metadata (3 of 3)

```opencl
!opencl.kernels = !{!0}

!0 = metadata !{
  void (float addrspace(1)*, float addrspace(1)*,
        float addrspace(1)*) @vec_add, metadata !1,
        metadata !2, metadata !3, metadata !4, metadata !5}

!1 = metadata !{metadata !"address_qualifier",
             i32 1, i32 1, i32 1}

!2 = metadata !{metadata !"access_qualifier",
             i32 1, i32 0, i32 0}

!3 = metadata !{metadata !"arg_type_name",
             metadata !"float*",
             metadata !"float*",
             metadata !"float*"}

!4 = metadata !{metadata !"arg_type_qualifier",
             metadata !"", metadata !"", metadata !""}

!5 = metadata !{metadata !"arg_name",
             metadata !"a", metadata !"b", metadata !"c"}
```
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- Future standard releases
  - Fortran 201x, OpenACC 2.0